
CHALLENGE:
MCP needed to replace its rudimentary 
CRM with a comprehensive system that 
unified organizational silos and enabled 
effective collaboration across its various 
distributed teams.

SOLUTION:
Backstop enabled teams to easily share 
and collaborate, manage version control, 
systematize due diligence, and leverage 
organizational data for actionable insights.

BENEFITS:

  Boosted operational efficiencies 
across the enterprise

 Increased client transparency

  Improved decision making through 
greater visibility
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STARTING WITH THE CRM
The MCP Group (MCP) is one of the oldest and largest independent alternative asset managers in Asia, offering a 
global presence and expertise across a variety of investment strategies. The company provides access to a broad 
array of hedge fund solutions ranging from single strategy funds to globally-diversified fund of fund portfolios. 
With huge volumes of data flowing through their business every day and high client expectations for results and 
responsiveness, MCP began a digital transformation journey a decade ago that has brought them continuously to 
new levels of success. 

In the early 2000s, MCP – like the majority of investment firms – 
had their data scattered across functional silos and servers within 
the business. Shared drives and emails were used to house and 
collaborate on documents. However, without a central repository 
for data and documents, version control was a constant battle. 
Customer relationship management (CRM) was difficult to maintain 
at the high level that was demanded.

All this changed when MCP partnered with Backstop Solutions. 
Initially, Backstop was chosen for its CRM functionality to provide 
a place to store documents and track client-related activities. 
By acting as a central repository for data and documents, the 
Backstop platform put a halt to version creep and enabled 
everyone in the global firm – regardless of location or time zone – 
to access information in real-time and be assured of its up-to-the-
minute accuracy. 

But serving as a CRM was just the beginning. With the central repository now brimming with valuable data, MCP 
decided to expand their use of the Backstop system, further incorporating the platform into the dynamic operational 
life of the business to support people and processes across the enterprise and around the world.  

SYSTEMATIZING THE DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS
The first step MCP took to expand their use of Backstop’s capabilities was to move their entire due diligence process 
off spreadsheets and onto the online platform, systematizing the end-to-end process. Tasks could now be assigned to 
appropriate staff directly through Backstop, and task completion could be tracked and monitored through centralized 
coordination of the process. Completely customizable fields enabled MCP to consistently gather the precise data they 
wanted across all managers when conducting due diligence activities.  

Todd Kipp, Partner, MCP Alternative Asset Management, states, “The best thing about having the due diligence 
process housed in Backstop is that information is constantly being uploaded. It is in essence a living, breathing entity; 
it doesn’t go stale the way a single spreadsheet does between manual updates. As analysts update information, the 
system instantly gives us a fresh view of the funds and managers we’re monitoring across the company.”

The Backstop 
system has helped 
us grow and 
accomplish more 
than we ever 
realized we could.”
–  Todd Kipp, Partner at MCP 
Alternative Asset Management

“
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LEVERAGING DATA FOR 
REPORTS
With more and more data on clients, funds, managers, and 
performance being entered into the Backstop system, reporting 
capabilities and usage expanded dramatically. In addition to a 
library of standard reports offered by Backstop, MCP could create 
completely customized reports on any desired data, including 
metrics that were unique to the firm. Analysts could use the 
reporting functionality to generate ad hoc reports that would 
benefit their analysis of a fund or help a client understand certain 
fund information. 

The granularity of the data and the ability to “slice and dice” it in 
innumerable ways has enabled MCP to categorize, compare, and 
analyze funds in ever-increasing detail. This, in turn, empowers 
analysts to make better decisions with great timeliness and 
agility, responding to even very subtle shifts in funds, managers, 
or markets. 

OPENING THE DOOR TO CLIENTS 
One of the most notable ways MCP expanded their use of Backstop was in the development of the Backstop Portal. 

Kipp explains, “With both qualitative and quantitative data housed in Backstop, we 
realized that we could use the system to customize permission for each client 

and each fund in order to seamlessly push all of the approved information 
to them so that they can view at their convenience.” Now, rather than 

collecting data to send via email or manager letters, everything of 
interest to clients – performance metrics, returns, portfolio data, 

analyst commentary, meeting notes, and more – is made available 
in one place and in real time so that clients can review their 
relevant fund information whenever they like.

A beneficial corollary of having the Backstop Portal is that it 
encourages analysts and staff members to draft documents in 
a clear and concise manner, knowing that the material will be 

viewed not only internally, but also by MCP’s clients. Overall, “The 
Backstop Portal has been tremendously helpful in developing our 

relationships with our client base,” affirms Kipp. “It speaks to the 
effectiveness and adaptability of the Backstop system to help us grow 

and accomplish more than we ever realized we could.”

“Backstop has 
delivered an 
incredible return 
on investment 
(ROI) to MCP. The 
efficiencies that 
we have gained 
enable us to work in 
a smart, targeted, 
strategic fashion.”
–  Todd Kipp, Partner at MCP 
Alternative Asset Management
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To learn more about Backstop Solutions contact:

Kipp states, “Backstop has delivered an incredible return on investment (ROI) to MCP. The efficiencies that we have 
gained enable us to work in a smart, targeted, strategic fashion.”

ADAPTING WITH AGILITY
The ever-expanding use of Backstop’s solution suite at MCP testify to the adaptability of the online platform to meet 
the changing needs of the alternative investment industry. Backstop’s capabilities have helped MCP respond to times 
of economic upheaval and changes in regulations with ease and agility. The firm has been able to seize opportunities 
and shift the focus of its business model smoothly and seamlessly. Kipp affirms, “Backstop continues to innovate 
and push the envelope. There is great vision within the company about where the investment industry is heading – 
including where the hedge fund industry is heading – and I believe they are well-positioned to stay ahead of the curve 
as a leading technology provider.”

Create and automate 
workflows for a 
variety of standard 
processes 

Avoid duplication of 
work since all data 
and documents are 
housed in a central 
repository and are 
available in real time 

Set alerts for 
actionable items, 
such as missing 
documentation or 
the need to call a 
fund manager or 
client 

Standardize 
work behaviors, 
for instance, 
by providing a 
normative template 
for how monthly 
updates should 
be written by all 
analysts

Collaborate 
seamlessly across 
time zones by 
making all updated 
information instantly 
available anywhere 
around the world

BOOSTING EFFICIENCIES ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE
As the use of Backstop’s platform has continued to expand over the years, daily operations have become increasingly 
more efficient. For example, Backstop has enabled MCP to: 
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